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What does a relationship look like in 2011?

ple, it still is) and the goal to which all were

“couple,” how narrow minded to restrict

Well to start, that question itself is a bit

meant to aspire. There were those on the

a relationship to only two people. This

pointless because, as we all have surely

fringes who challenged this ideal, but they

is 2011, people: the label ‘relationship’ is

experienced, every relationship looks a bit

were mostly considered radicals (think:

what we want it to be.

different. But wait a tick, isn’t a relation-

Mormons in Utah, just by way of example).

ship supposed to be between a man and

This has changed, of course. With

Starting with the basics, most people
still think of a traditional relationship as

a woman who love each other? Marriage,

movements such as same-sex marriage,

being between two individuals who devote

kids, house in the burbs, the whole she-

divorce, adoption, surrogacy, and more,

themselves to each other exclusively. This

bang? This ‘traditional’ idea of a relation-

we (well, many more people than before)

would be the modern equivalent of ‘going

ship may seem a bit silly to many of us

are now equipped with a definition of re-

steady’ and brings with it all the stereotyp-

but not so long ago it was the standard

lationship that is more fluid, more flexible,

ical relationship-y ideas of monogamy and

paradigm for couples (and for many peo-

and unique to each couple. Scratch that,

commitment. Old fashioned? Maybe not,
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BUT FREE LOVE, COMMUNICATION, AND REDEFINING RELATIONSHIPS ASIDE, CAN NONTRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS ACTUALLY WORK? POWER SEEMS TO THINK SO AND A
GROWING BODY OF RESEARCH OVER THE PAST DECADE WOULD SUPPORT THEM AS VIABLE
RELATIONSHIP OPTIONS.
according to Clinton Power, a relationship

flicts. “What tends to lead to complication

terms) works with other groups, bloggers,

therapist in Sydney, Australia.

is that, if there’s an arrangement, there

and individuals to further the cause and

hasn’t been clear communication about

awareness for their non-traditional rela-

couples coming to me who want to be

“I tend to see more and more young

just what that arrangement is. Or,” says

tionship style.

monogamous and committed,” says

Power, “[the couple] hasn’t considered all

Power. According to Power, who has been

the possibilities.”

a relationship counsellor for almost 10

According to Power, non-traditional
relationships are more common in same-

So it comes back to a typically tra-

sex couples and men in particular. What

years, most people do tend to subscribe

ditional relationship idea – communica-

this may say about gay men is likely related

to a traditional relationship model of mo-

tion. Power stresses this as the key to

to the sexual non-conformity that, in many

nogamy and one-on-one. However, there

any healthy and happy relationship but

ways, defines the LGBTQ+ community.

are those who instead look to define their

suggests that it is even more important

But free love, communication, and redefin-

relationship in different ways. “For some,”

when navigating open or non-traditional

ing relationships aside, can non-traditional

says Power, “a non-traditional model that

relationships. “Being very clear about the

relationships actually work? Power seems

doesn’t fit into a heterosexual majority

boundaries and the limits is central. One

to think so and a growing body of research

A new study … seeks to describe what
types of rules gay men set up in open
relationships and what the effects of
breaking these rules are.

couple may say, ‘I don’t

over the past decade would support them

want to know anything

as viable relationship options. A study

about your exploits,’

from the U.S.A. in 2004 found that

but for another couple

relationship satisfaction among gay

it may be important to

men was the same regardless of

explore them together.”

whether the couple was monoga-

Power advises, “The

mous or open. The study did find,

kind of model seems to work better. There

only way to know this is to talk about it

though, that breaking the established

is a lot more flexibility in these relation-

and set limits early on.”

‘rules’ damaged relationship closeness,

ships and in negotiating how they work.”

While open relationships seem to

which is echoed by Power’s practical expe-

be the most commonly thought of

rience. A new study currently underway at

model?” In Power’s experience, one of

non-traditional relationships, there

the Victoria University in Melbourne, Aus-

the most common and popular is the open

are others out there. For example,

tralia, seeks to describe what types of rules

relationship. Essentially, in an open

engaging in group sex, sometimes known

gay men set up in open relationships and

relationship members of the partner-

as ‘swinging’, is a moderated form of an

what the effects of breaking these rules

ship will engage in sexual/romantic

open relationship that allows couples to

are. This research is a testament to the

encounters outside of the couple.

explore together. Another type of non-

ever-changing definition of ‘relationship’ as

Beyond that vague definition, the rules

traditional relationship is polyamory.

something more than one-size-fits-all.

vary by relationship. “There are so many

Polyamory is “the nonpossessive, honest,

variations of the setup, every couple does

responsible and ethical philosophy and

works,” says Power, “and communication

it differently,” says Power. “It’s about set-

practice of loving multiple people simulta-

helps see that realized.”

ting up the rules that work for you.” This

neously” (source: www.polyamorysociety.

notion of creating the rules of a relation-

org). Polyamory is an umbrella term and

ship and not just following the rules im-

under it there are countless configurations

posed by society is at the core of an open

and models. This idea seems more free-

or non-traditional relationship. For many,

love than say an open relationship, which

this may seem like the best of both worlds

tends to be more sexually focused. The

but having a non-traditional relationship

Polyamory Society (aside: check out their

brings with it unique problems and con-

website for a rather delightful glossary of

So what exactly is a “non-traditional

“Relationships are about doing what
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